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the indian government has a web-based address system called mygov, which is used to conduct public service activities like renewal of passports, registering of marriages, and the notification of people that taxes will be deducted from their bank accounts. these activities are all overseen by the
department of posts, and are conducted online using the mygov address system. in may 2017, the comptrollers office for union territories found that 2.2 million residents in the at&t region had been made vulnerable to cyberattacks. the attacks occurred because mygov was not configured with basic
security and used unencrypted storage, making it vulnerable to hackers. because the mygov system was not set up correctly, the risk of attacks was increased, and the residents had to be sent new one-time passwords. mygov users should verify that their login information is secure, and update their
passwords frequently. when issuing a passport or a similar document, the applicant has to fill out a form. the data is scanned and then converted into a pdf file, which is uploaded to a portal that lets the authorities see whether the applicant is eligible. if the applicant is confirmed as eligible, the data is
transmitted to the central document verification department to print the original passport. the passport is then sent back to the applicant, but by then the data has already been sent to the authorities. to maintain the integrity of the data, the original scanned pdf needs to be retained by the applicant,
who is given an expiry date for the passport. it is therefore vital for applicants to be aware of the risks of not retaining the original scanned file. they can take a print-out, but that will compromise the integrity of the data, as well as the security of the document. it is suggested that they retain a copy in

the pdf format for when they submit their passport application to the passport authority.
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in 2015, western intelligence officials reportedly warned twitter that their saudi counterparts had persuaded an
employee, ali al-zabarah, to spy on the accounts of saudi dissidents; reports of this emerged in october 2018. al-

zabarah was dismissed over the allegations in december 2015. while the firm found no proof of al-zabarah offering
data to riyadh, it did inform owners of a few dozen accounts reportedly accessed by al-zabarah of potential

breaches. according to a new york times report, al-zabarah subsequently became a saudi government employee. in
november 2019, us authorities charged al-zabarah and ahmad abouammo, a us citizen and a former twitter

employee, with spying for riyadh, along with saudi citizen ahmed al-mutairi. in july 2020, a us-based saudi dissident
reportedly targeted by riyadh sued twitter on grounds including reckless endangerment, claiming a 2016 hack of his

account led to the torture and deaths of whistleblowers within saudi arabia. 17 twitter is a smartphone app for
sending and receiving messages, storing profiles, and viewing tweets. it was launched in 2006 by evan williams and
jack dorsey, under the name odeo, and relaunched in 2007 as a microblogging platform. 18 in october 2016, saudi

arabia arrested 11 activists, including the owner of the guardian and observer in the kingdom, along with
businessman waleed abu al-khair, and issued arrest warrants for 10 guardian journalists . in the arrest, the saudi
authorities arrested the two owners of the periodical, along with four other men; mohammed al-rabeaee, dr. alaa
brinji and dr. mahdi al-hussaini ; and sulaiman abu al-qumu. in early november, the guardian website was taken

offline by the hacktivist group, anonymous. in march 2017, the guardian and the observer were awarded the 2017
pulitzer prize for public service. 19 in july 2018, twitter suspended over 200,000 accounts it said had been

compromised by russian military intelligence. 20 twitter has been used by many prominent figures to spread their
messages. hillary clinton discussed her 2016 presidential campaign on twitter during the months following her loss

to donald trump. 21 5ec8ef588b
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